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7 Abstract

8 Molecular dynamics simulations using empirical potentials have been employed to describe atomic interactions at

9 interfaces created by the macroscopic wafer bonding process. Investigating perfect or distorted surfaces of different

10 semiconductor materials enables one to study the elementary processes and the resulting defects at the interfaces, and to

11 characterize the ability of the potentials used. Twist rotation due to misalignment and bonding over steps influence

12 strongly the bondability of larger areas and create new types of structural units at the bonded interfaces. Ab initio

13 density functional based simulations establish the structural units to be the stable minimum configurations and enable

14 to predict modified electronic properties. � 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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17 1. Introduction

18 Wafer bonding, i.e. the creation of interfaces by

19 joining two wafer surfaces, has become an attrac-

20 tive method for many practical applications in

21 microelectronics, micromechanics or optoelec-

22 tronics [1,2]. The macroscopic properties of bon-

23 ded materials are mainly determined by the atomic

24processes at the interfaces during the transition

25from the adhesion state to the chemical bonding.

26Thus, the description of the atomic processes is of

27increasing interest to support the experimental

28investigations or to predict the bonding behaviour.

29While, in principle, it is now possible to predict

30material properties by using quantum-theoretical

31ab initio calculations with a minimum of free pa-

32rameters, the only method to simulate atomic

33processes with macroscopic relevance is the mo-

34lecular dynamics (MD) method using suitably fit-

35ted many-body empirical potentials. Such

36simulations enable a sufficiently large number of

37particles and relaxation times up to ls to be con-

38sidered. However, the electronic structure and the

39nature of the covalent bonds can only be described
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40 indirectly. Therefore, small relevant structural

41 units must be investigated directly using ab initio

42 calculations based on the density functional theory

43 (DFT) to enhance the understanding in detail and

44 to support the fit of the empirical potentials. In

45 addition, it is of importance to find physically

46 motivated semiempirical potentials starting mostly

47 with the moments of the electron density and using

48 tight-binding (TB) representations [3–5].

49 The MD simulations have successfully been

50 used to describe ultra-high-vacuum bonding ex-

51 periments for Si(1 0 0) [6], hydrogen passivated

52 hydrophobic bonding processes [7], and to analyze

53 the defect structure at bonded interfaces [8–10].

54 Simulations for SiC [11] were possible using the

55 Tersoff [12,13] potential. It is well suited also to

56 describe the SiC(0 0 0 1)-3� 3 and
p
3�

p
3R30�

57 surface reconstructions [11]. A comparison with

58 TB and DFT results shows that even the bond

59 length and energy differences of the different re-

60 constructions are correctly revealed. The predic-

61 tion of the bondability of diamond has been

62 performed using a TB based empirical bond-order

63 potential (BOP [14]). The TB level is necessary to

64 describe correctly the p-bonds. Both the TB-MD

65 and the semiempirical method using BOP show the

66 same bonding behaviour, however, the BOP en-

67 ables one to use far more atoms in the calculation.

68 Different techniques of electron microscopy

69 structure imaging have been applied to investigate

70 the bonded interfaces and resulting defects at an

71 atomic level [15], the MD relaxed structures are

72 the basis to compare simulated and experimental

73 images, which in combination with calculated IR-

74 spectra provide a good experimental evidence.

75 The analysis of the structural details of various

76 relaxed interacting Si(0 0 1) surfaces [8–10], in

77 particular for 90� twist rotation [8], have shown

78 that special structural units may occur [9]. DFT

79 calculations revealed the stability and relative en-

80 ergy minima of these units. However, in both the

81 empirical MD and the DFT simulations the so

82 called ‘‘dreidl’’ configuration is the lowest energy

83 configuration. A similar structural unit was first

84 proposed by Mostoller et al. [16] as the core

85 structure of dislocation intersections. In the pre-

86 sent paper the band structures of the dreidl and a

87 second structural unit are discussed. In addition,

88new crystalline structures for Si by repeating of the

89dreidl structure in three dimensions are investi-

90gated by DFT simulations. Different structures

91can be obtained by a different stacking sequence of

92the dreidls. Here, the results are presented con-

93cerning the two structures with the smallest unit

94cells having 12 and 24 atoms, respectively, and a

95relation to low density phases is established.

962. Empirical molecular dynamics

97The method of MD solves Newton’s equations

98of motion for a system of particles yielding all their

99trajectories. The calculations are performed with a

100fifth-order predictor–corrector algorithm using

101constant volume (NVE ensemble) or constant

102pressure (NpT ensemble) and time steps of the

103order of 0.25 fs to ensure the proper calculation of

104surface modes. NVE is preferred for free surfaces

105and simulations to calculate diffusion processes,

106whereas NpT enables the relaxation of the cell

107dimensions and the application of an outer pres-

108sure. To describe an energy flux or dissipation into

109a macroscopic embedding substrate periodic

110boundary conditions are applied solely parallel to

111the interfaces. The system temperature is therefore

112controlled per time step by slightly rescaling the

113velocities of the atoms in the outer layers of the

114structure models only. In addition, for straight

115defects created at the interfaces the system is

116coupled elastically to the bulk. Simple force-field

117potentials are restricted in their validity to small

118deviations from the equilibrium. A better potential

119most often used for semiconductors is the Stillin-

120ger–Weber (SW) potential, having additionally

121three-body interactions [17]. It allows the next

122neighbour interaction to be included by rescaling,

123which is a presupposition to the simulation of the

124dynamical behaviour without preordered surfaces

125and prescribed topology. The potential of Tersoff

126[12,13] with different parametrizations TI–TIII has

127the shape of a bond order, which is a completely

128different functionality. The bonds are weighted by

129the bond order including all many body interac-

130tions over neighbours different from the actual

131bonding pair. It predicts the asymmetric recon-

132struction with four-fold coordinated atoms at Si
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133 interfaces with defects. Therefore it was applied to

134 investigate the cores of different defects left after

135 bonding two wafers. Parametrizations exist also to

136 describe the silicon–hydrogen interaction, hydro-

137 carbons, SiC, Ge, etc. (cf., e.g., [18]), thus hy-

138 drogenated Si(0 0 1) surfaces [7] and Si–SiC

139 interactions [11] are investigated, too. Because of

140 the short range of the Tersoff potential it was

141 supposed that the bond topology is given by the

142 usual process starting with separated Si blocks of a

143 suitable surface structure and orientation (surface

144 reconstruction, steps) and applying long-range

145 potentials initially. Compared to each other [19],

146 the empirical potentials offer advantages and dis-

147 advantages in range of validity, physical meaning,

148 fitting and accuracy as well as applicability. Such

149 restrictions exist for other potential types, too, e.g.,

150 the (modified) embedded atom approximation

151 (MEAM, [20]), and no potential is applicable for

152 long range interactions. In addition, the inter-

153 atomic forces in covalent solids can only be com-

154 pletely described if the influence of the local

155 environment according to the electronic structure

156 is included. TB approximations allow to develop

157 physically motivated potentials, starting from

158 analysis of the band energy. The repulsive energy

159 is assumed to be an embedded pair interaction, the

160 promotion energy reflects the energy difference of

161 valence s and p electrons. The band energy is the

162 expansion of the electronic energy into hopping

163 matrix elements and bond order terms. A second

164 moment approximation (BOP2) of the TB model

165 can be used to establish a general form at the level

166 of the Tersoff potential with at least only four free

167 fit parameters [4]. A further enhancement is based

168 on BOP4 [5], which is given up to the fourth-level

169 continued fraction of the Greens function. Its

170 ability is demonstrated in the application to dia-

171 mond wafer bonding [14].

172 3. Ab initio simulations

173 The ab initio simulations were carried out using

174 the code CASTEP; the details are given elsewhere

175 [21]. Here the calculations were performed using

176 the pseudopotential method within the local den-

177 sity approximation (LDA) for the optimization of

178the cell geometry and the atomic positions. The

179ions are described by ultra-soft pseudopotentials

180[22]. The wave functions are expanded using a

181plane wave basis with an energy cut-off of 120 eV.

182Special k-points according to the scheme of

183Monckhorst and Pack [23] were used to sample the

184Brillouin zone, chosing 2� 2� 2 sets this yields 2
185symmetrized points. In order to allow the com-

186parison of the total energies, a k-point spacing is

187applied which is similar for all the structures

188considered. With the energy cut-off and k-points

189chosen it is possible to reproduce the experimental

190lattice constant of Si with an accuracy of better

191than 2%. A similar test with the four-fold-coordi-

192nated clathrates Si(3 4) and Si(4 6) [24], built by

193mixing dodecahedra with 16-hedra or icosahedra

194in a cubic lattice, yields to differences in the total

195energy per atom of 0.22 and 0.17 eV, respectively,

196whereas the volume ratio to the diamond structure

197of 1.17 is exact reproduced. Calculations for var-

198ious other structures were carried out for com-

199parison, too, the details will be published in a

200forthcoming paper elsewhere together with en-

201hanced energy investigations of the dreidl ar-

202rangements discussed below.

2034. The structure of bonded interfaces

204A MD simulation which starts with two perfect

205and parallel-oriented Si blocks, perfectly aligned

2062� 1 reconstructed (1 0 0) surfaces, and applying a
207slow heat transfer approach, yields to perfectly

208bonded structures [6,7]. However, a fast heat

209transfer, a starting configuration, with the dimer

210rows in orthogonal domain orientation, or in-

211cluding steps or small rotational misorientations,

212result in configurations no longer perfectly coor-

213dinated. The energy flux at surfaces is the driving

214force for the bonding process. The upper terraces

215behave like perfect surfaces, i.e., a weak attraction

216owing to the next neighbour interaction initiates

217the dimers to rearrange and to create new bonds.

218The energy the bonds have gained dissipates, in-

219creasing the kinetic and elastic energies of the

220bulk. The resulting avalanche effect implies the

221bonding of the lower terraces, too. After bonding

222over double layer steps, a disturbed interface and
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223 defects are left which may finally relax to 60� glide-

224 or shuffle-set dislocations accompanied by a row

225 of vacancies [8–10]. Monolayer steps rotate the

226 dimerization direction in the neighbouring do-

227 mains and give rise to a stacking fault. The inter-

228 faces between, or outside, the single-layer steps are

229 characterized by a 90� twist-rotation: Fig. 1 shows

230 the two configurations with the lowest energy

231 found in empirical MD simulations [8].

232 The 90� twist boundary and using the SW po-

233 tential yields to a metastable five-fold coordinated

234 interface with a symmetric structure normal to the

235 interface characterized by a Pmm(m) layer group

236 (Fig. 1b). Using the Tersoff or BOP-like potentials

237 and metastable or well-prepared starting configu-

238 rations yields to further structure relaxation and

239 energy minimization. Fig. 1a shows the relaxed

240 configuration through the Tersoff potential, which

241 is (2� 2) reconstructed and can be imaged to

242 consist of structural units with a 42m (D2d) point

243 group symmetry, called the 42m-dreidl (cf. Fig. 2a)

244 in analogy to the mm2-dreidl in [16]. The 42m-

245 dreidl fits two rotated half crystals of minimal

246 structural disorder and four-fold coordination

247 described by a P(4)m2 layer symmetry. The inter-

248 face energy is reduced by approximately 20%. The

249 detailed structural and energetical characterization

250 of the different structural units found by empirical

251 MD are discussed in [8].

252 Here it is of interest that the dreidl structure is

253 found to be the minimum energy configuration in

254 DFT-LDA simulations, too. However, the ener-

255 gies differ from those given in [8], one yields 0.45

256 and 1.39 J/m2 for the P(4)m2 and the Pmmm

257 configurations, which is 50% less or 20% higher

258 than the corresponding TIII values, respectively.

259Fig. 2b shows the band structure compared to

260perfect bulk Si. In Fig. 3 the electron density maps

261of both the structural units of the bonded inter-

262faces from Fig. 1 are given, the details of the band

263structure calculations are discussed in the next

264section. Applying a small twist angle as a rota-

Fig. 2. Defect core reconstructions: (a) 42m-dreidl as the

structural unit of a 90� twist boundary, (b) DFT-LDA band

structure of the dreidl interface (bands i) versus a bulk silicon

crystal (bands b), and (c) core structures of the screw misfit

dislocations (S) of bonded interfaces with small twist rotations

and the two stable nodes for fully TIII-relaxed screw network

intersections (T1,T2).

Fig. 1. Structural models of the two 90� twist boundaries with lowest energy: (a) 42m-dreidl configuration, (b) Pmm(m) configuration

with coordination defects (for details see text and [8]).
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265 tional misorientation results in a mosaic-like

266 bonded interface structure [6]. After bonding and

267 sufficient relaxation under slow heat transfer con-

268 ditions, almost all atoms have a bulk-like envi-

269 ronment separated by misfit screw dislocations,

270 which may have a high rate of kinks and form a

271 network. Similarly, a prescribed network of two

272 sets of a/2[1 1 0] screw dislocations, which accom-

273 modate a small rotationally twist, is relaxing into a

274 configuration by breaking symmetry [9]: It has

275 twice the period of the array distance related to the

276 twist angle and shows two different types of in-

277 tersections (cf. Fig. 2c: T1, T2). They are formed

278 by symmetrical characteristic groups of atoms

279 having the same point group symmetry 222 (D2) as

280 the core structures of individual screws (S). Most

281 of the atoms forming T1 remain four-fold with

282 large bond-angle and bond-length distortions, but

283 there are two atoms in the unit with a five-fold

284 surrounding. The T2-nodes are formed by more

285 complicated atomic groups, however, showing

286 solely a four-fold coordination. MD simulations as

287 well as TEM and HREM investigations showed

288further [10] that the screw dislocations forming the

289network of the (0 0 1) low-angle twist grain

290boundary can dissociate intrinsically into two 30�

291partials along the {1 1 1} glide plane.

292Independently from the chosen twist angles and

293box dimensions the investigated structures yield

294finally bond energies of approximately 4.5 eV/at-

295om at 0 K [25]. The energy gain, however, is di-

296rectly related to the twist angle, a maximum of

297approximately 0.05 eV was found near 6�, within

298the investigated range from 2.8� to 12.7�. The

299values are slightly modified if additional steps or

300holes are included at the surfaces before bonding

301simulation starts. The maximum energy gain is

302related to a change of the bonding behaviour itself:

303Whereas all simulations with parallel dimerization

304at start clearly demonstrate the creation of screw

305dislocation networks, for orthogonal dimerization

306or small twist angles this is no longer valid. The

307higher the annealing temperature, the better the

308screw network formation.

3095. The dreidl band structure

310Figs. 4 and 5 present the DFT-LDA band

311structure calculations for both interfaces discussed

312in the previous section. The structural units of the

313Pmmm and the P(4)m2 interfaces are arranged

314within relatively small supercells for the periodic

315continuation enabling the applicability of the code

316CASTEP on workstations. The structures chosen

317for the ab initio simulation are shown as 2� 2
318representation of the supercells in Figs. 4a and 5a

319for the [1 1 0] projection and Figs. 4b and 5b for

320the [1 1 0] projection. One reveals that the supercell

321in Fig. 4 contains two Pmmm structural units,

322whereas each supercell of Fig. 5 has only one 42m-

323dreidl, thus the corresponding interface distances

324are approximately 1.1 and 1.8 nm, respectively,

325which may influence the results.

326The DFT-LDA band structures of the Pmmm

327structural unit and the 42m-dreidl are shown in

328Figs. 4c and 5c, respectively. The band structure

329overview and the enlarged band gap region are

330presented for both interfaces, the Fermi energy is

331indicated in the band gap. Whereas the 42m-dreidl

332has an indirect band gap of approximately 0.9 eV

Fig. 3. Electron density maps of the structural units of bonded

interfaces: (a) Pmmm and (b) P(4)m2 (42m-dreidl) symmetry.
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Fig. 4. The structural unit of the bonded Pmm(m) interface: (a) [1 1 0]-, (b) [1 1 0]-projection of the 2� 2 supercell, and (c) DFT-LDA

band structure (overview and enlarged gap region).

Fig. 5. The 42m -dreidl as structural unit of the bonded P(4)m2 interface: (a) [1 1 0]-, (b) [1 1 0]- projection of the 2� 2 supercell, and (c)

DFT-LDA band structure (overview and enlarged gap region).
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333 indicating the insulating properties, the Pmmm

334 interface behaves like a semi-metal. This may offer

335 band gap tayloring by controlling the structure of

336 bonded interfaces.

337 6. Hypothetical low density configurations

338 Finally, two hypothetical Si crystals are con-

339 structed by stacking the basic unit of the 90� twist

340 boundary in several distinct ways. The two

341 smallest structures, which can be built by a three

342 dimensional arrangement of 42m-dreidls, are

343 shown in Figs. 6 and 7, together with their DFT-

344 LDA band structures. The dreidl arrangements are

345 of the type staggered and layered (cf. Figs. 6 and 7)

346 having 12 and 24 atoms in the unit cell, respec-

347 tively. Both structures are insulators with a large

348 indirect band gap of approximately 0.9 and 1.4 eV.

349 The hypothetical structures enable a new class of

350 low-density silicon phases to be investigated by

351 means of ab initio calculations. Thus these results

352 may be related directly to the search of low-density

353 materials as discussed in the following.

354 Under compression, silicon undergoes a phase

355 transformation to the b-tin phase and, at higher

356pressures, to phases denoted as SiXI, SiV, SiVI

357and SiVII with Imma, simple hexagonal, Cmca or

358hcp structures, respectively (cf., e.g., Crain et al.

359[26] for a review). On pressure release and/or an-

360nealing, these phases transform to metastable bcc

361(BC8, SiIII) or rhobohedral (R8, SiXII) ones. All

362these structures and the phase transitions between

363them are subject to intensive studies because the

364local atomic arrangement is believed to be very

365similar to the amorphous phase and can therefore

366serve as theoretical model of amorphous silicon.

367Much less is known about phases of lower density

368compared to the density of the diamond cubic

369phase, mainly because of the difficulty of applying

370‘‘negative pressure’’. In order to obtain more open

371structures one may incorporate a number of im-

372purity atoms around which Si atoms can nucleate

373and remove the impurity atoms by further pro-

374cessing [24]. For silicon, clathrate structures can be

375formed by such a process [27], Ge structures with a

376low content of impurities have also been reported.

377A second, theoretical, route to search for new

378materials is to start from a complex compound

379structure and to predict new elemental materials.

380Demkov et al. [28] proposed a range of possible

381low-density silicon structures by stripping-off the

Fig. 6. DFT-LDA band structure (b) of a hypothetical ‘‘dreidl crystal’’ (a) with 12 atoms within the unit cell.
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382 oxygen atoms of alumino-silicates and replacing

383 aluminum by silicon. By such a procedure it is

384 possible to generate systematically four-fold co-

385 ordinated ‘‘zeolites without oxygen’’. All these

386 structures are relatively low in energy. In particu-

387 lar, most of them are even lower in energy than the

388 high-density phases b-tin and BC8. Another, also

389 theoretical way to generate new structures is to

390 define some basic structural unit and to repeat

391 these unit in a certain manner to build a crystal.

392 Chadi [29] proposed several low-density structures

393 for Si and Ge by repeating a structural unit mo-

394 tivated by experimental studies on allo-Ge with a

395 unit cell containing 128 atoms [30]. Perhaps suit-

396 able dreidl arrangements may offer an alternative

397 structuring of low density phases.

398 7. Conclusion

399 MD simulations based on empirical potentials

400 are used to investigate the elementary steps of

401 bonding two Si(0 0 1) wafers. Calculated bonding

402 energies and forces strongly depend on surface

403 termination, oxides, adsorbates, and process con-

404 trol. Twisted starting configurations result in spe-

405 cial interface configurations, which may be

406characterized by structural units, mostly no longer

407perfectly coordinated. For two of the configura-

408tions having low energies in the empirical MD

409simulations the band structures are estimated us-

410ing DFT-LDA calculations. They reveal com-

411pletely different electronic properties which may

412yield to a transition from insulator to semi-metal if

413the interface structure may be controlled by the

414bonding process. The space filling arrangement of

415dreidls enable to construct hypothetically low

416density Si material, which is an insulator, probably

417tunable by wafer bonding, too. However, the

418simulations lead to a better understanding of the

419physical processes at the interfaces and support the

420experimental investigations.
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